
 

English Year 2 
ORACY 

PHYSICAL LINGUISTIC COGNITIVE SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL 
To speak clearly and 
confidently in a range of 
contexts. 
 
To use body language to 
show active listening and 
support meaning when 
speaking.  
 
For gestures to become 
increasingly natural. 
 
To project their voice to a 
large audience eg. Class 
assembly, year group 
performances 
 
To use agree, disagree, 
linking to and building on 
hand gestures. To begin to 
use challenge hand 
gestures. 

To use sentence stems to 
link to other’s ideas in 
group discussions eg. I 
agree/disagree with… 
because…, linking to… 
 
To confidently to use 
conjunctions to organise 
and sequence ideas eg. 
firstly, secondly, finally 
 
To use precise language 
choices eg. instead of 
describing a cake as ‘nice’ 
using ‘delectable’ 
 
To use appropriate 
vocabulary specific to the 
topic at hand.  
 

To offer reasons for their 
opinions and opinions that 
aren’t their own. 
 
To begin to reach shared 
agreements in small group 
discussions.  
 
To disagree with someone’s 
opinion politely. 
 
To ask clarifying questions 
to increase understanding. 
 
To explain ideas and events 
in chronological order. 
 
To make simple connections 
between what has been said 
and their own experiences. 
 
To draw upon knowledge of 
the world to support their 
own point of view. 

To listen for extended 
periods of time. 
 
To organise group 
discussions with the 
support of an adult.  
 
To be aware of others who 
have not spoken and to 
invite them into 
discussion. 
 
To speak with confidence in 
front of an audience. 
 

SPOKEN LANGUAGE 
LISTENING: To listen carefully and respond with increasing appropriateness to what has been said. 

FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS: To fully understand instructions with more than one point in many situations and independently seek 

clarification when a message is not clear; To attempt to follow instructions before seeking assistance. 

QUESTIONING: To show that they are following a conversation by asking relevant and timely questions. To answer questions 
using clear sentences. To begin to give reasoning behind their answers when prompted to do so. 

 

DRAMA AND PERFORMANCE: To speak confidently within a group of peers so that their message is clear. To practise and rehearse 
reading sentences and stories aloud. To take on a different role in a drama or role play and discuss the character’s 
feelings. 
To recognise that sometimes speakers talk differently and discuss reasons why this might happen. 

VOCABULARY BUILDING: To start to use subject- specific vocabulary to explain, describe and add detail. To suggest words or 
phrases appropriate to the topic being discussed. To start to vary language according to the situation between formal and 
informal. 



 

To usually speak in grammatically correct sentences.  

RANGE OF PURPOSE: To talk about themselves clearly and confidently. To verbally recount experiences with some added 

interesting details. To offer ideas based on what has been heard. 

PARTICIPATION: To give enough detail to hold the interest of other participant(s) in a discussion. To engage in meaningful 
discussions that relate to different topic areas. To remain focused on a discussion when not directly involved and be able to 
recall the main points when questioned. 
 

English Year 2 
READING 

WORD READING COMPREHENSION 

Revise phonic knowledge through FLOPPY’S PHONICS SOUNDS & 
LETTERS 
AUTUMN 1 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /ai/  ai ay eigh –ey /ai/  a 
a-e -ae –ea /ee/  ee e -y –ey /ee/  ea e-e -ie 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /igh/  -igh i –y /igh/  -ie i-
e /oa/  oa ow o /oa/ -oe o-e  -ough -eau 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /s/  s -ss -se –ce /s/  ce ci 
cy /s/  sc -st- /e/  e -ea 
AUTUMN 1 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /j/  j  ge gi gy /j/  -ge –dge  
/ul/  -le –el /ul/  -al -il 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /yoo/  -ue u /yoo/  ew u-e eu 
long /oo/  oo u-e -o ou  ough long /oo/ -ue -ew - ui u 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /oi/  oi oy /ou/  ow ou ough 
/or/  or –our /or/  aw au –al war quar 
AUTUMN 2 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /ur/  ur ir er /ur/  ear (w)or 
(schwa)    -re –our /u/  u o -ou –ough /ar/  ar a al 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /zh/  -s -si ge /w/  w wh –u 
/f/  f –ff /f/  ph -gh 
Level 5  Alternative pronunciations: ch /ch/ /k/ /sh/ -ie 
/igh/ /ee/ (/i-ee/) ow /ou/ /oa/ a /a/ /ai/  /o/ as in (w)a & 
alt   
AUTUMN 2 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /ch/  ch –tch /chu/  -ture 
/sh/  sh  ch /sh/  -ti -ci -ssi –sci  /g/  g  gu -gue gh 
Level 5  Alternative spellings: /eer/  ear eer  -ere –ier 
/air/  air -are  -ear –ere /n/  n -nn kn gn /r/  r -rr wr rh 

Develop comprehension skills in line with the 
statutory guidelines of the National Curriculum: 
Develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, 
vocabulary and understanding by: 
Listen to, discussing and expressing views about a 
wide range of contemporary and classic poetry, stories 
and non-fiction at a level beyond that at which they 
can read independently 
Discuss the sequence of events in books and how items 
of information are related becoming increasingly 
familiar with and retelling a wider range of stories, 
fairy stories and traditional tales 
Recognise that non-fiction books that are structured 
in different ways 
Recognise simple recurring literary language in 
stories and poetry 
Discuss and clarify the meanings of words, linking new 
meanings to known vocabulary 
Discuss their favourite words and phrases 
Continue to build up a repertoire of poems learnt by 
heart, appreciating these and reciting some, with 
appropriate intonation to make the meaning clear 
Understand both the books that they can already read 
accurately and fluently and those that they listen to 
by: 
Draw on what they already know or on background 
information and vocabulary provided by the teacher 
Check that the text makes sense to them as they read 
and correcting inaccurate reading 
Make inferences on the basis of what is being said and 
done  



 

Level 5  Alternative spellings: /m/ m -mm -mb –mn /k/  c k -ck 
ch qu que /or/  or ore -our  -oor oar /or/  aw au -al  augh 
ough 
 
Develop word reading skills in line with the statutory 
guidelines of the National Curriculum: 
Continue to apply phonic knowledge and skills as the route to 
decode words until automatic decoding has become embedded and 
reading is fluent 
Read accurately by blending the sounds in words that contain 
the graphemes taught so far, especially recognising 
alternative sounds for graphemes 
Read accurately words of two or more syllables that contain 
the same graphemes as above 
Read words containing common suffixes 
Read further common exception words, noting unusual 
correspondences between spelling and sound and where these 
occur in the word 
Read most words quickly and accurately, without overt sounding 
and blending, when they have been frequently encountered 
Read aloud books closely matched to their improving phonic 
knowledge, sounding out unfamiliar words accurately, 
automatically and without undue hesitation 
Re-read these books to build up their fluency and confidence 
in word reading. 

Answer and ask questions 
Predict what might happen on the basis of what has 
been read so far 
Participate in discussion about books, poems and other 
works that are read to them and those that they can 
read for themselves, taking turns and listening to 
what others say 
Explain and discuss their understanding of books, 
poems and other material, both those that they listen 
to and those that they read for themselves. 

 

English Year 2 
WRITING 

SPELLING VOCABULARY, GRAMMAR & PUNCTUATION 
Develop understanding of spelling rules in line with 
the statutory guidelines set out in English Appendix 1 
of the National Curriculum (See additional table) 
 

 Segment spoken words into phonemes and 
represent these by graphemes, spelling many 
correctly 

 Learn new ways of spelling phonemes for which 
one or more spellings are already known, and 
learn some words with each spelling, including 
a few common homophones 

 Learn to spell common exception words 

 Learn to spell more words with contracted forms 

 Learn the possessive apostrophe (singular) [for 
example, the girl’s book] 

Develop understanding of 
vocabulary, grammar and 
punctuation in line with the 
statutory guidelines set out in 
English Appendix 2 of the 
National Curriculum: 
PUNCTUATION 
Write a statement that starts 
with a capital letter and 
finishes with a full stop 
Ask a question and use a 
question mark 
Write a sentence that ends with 
an exclamation mark 
Using commas to separate lists: 
He had a bag, ball and carpet. 
Use apostrophes of omission: he 

VERBS  
Form simple past tense by 
adding “-ed ”: He played at 
school. 
Use simple present tense, 
showing subject-verb 
agreement: infinitive (add 
“ s ”  to the third person) I 
like; he/she likes; we like; 
they like; you like;  
Use present continuous tense: 
“ to be ” + “-ing” : I am 
playing; he/she is playing; 
they are playing 
Use past continuous 
(progressive) tense: He was 
playing at school. 



 

 Distinguish between homophones and near-
homophones 

 Add suffixes to spell longer words, including –
ment, –ness, –ful, –less, –ly 

 Write from memory simple sentences dictated by 
the teacher that include words using the GPCs, 
common exception words and punctuation taught 
so far. 

didn’t; he couldn’t 
To put spoken words (found in a 
speech bubble) into inverted 
commas, starting with a capital 
letter. 
SENTENCES 
Write a statement of fact using 
a capital letter and full stop 
Write a command sentence 
starting with the imperative 
form of a verb: Give…Take… 
Write a question starting with 
“ what ”, “where ” , “when ”, 
“ who ” or “how ”; starting 
with a capital letter and 
finishing with a question mark 
Write an exclamation sentence: 
How wonderful you are! What 
amazing children you are! 
Use coordinating conjunctions 
to create a compound sentence: 
and, but, or 
Use subordinating conjunctions 
to create a complex sentence: 
when, if, that, because 
NOUNS 
Move from generic nouns to 
specific nouns, eg, “dog ” to 
“ terrier ”  
Use compound nouns: noun + noun 
(football); adjective + noun 
(whiteboard) 
Write expanded noun phrases: 
determiner + adjective + noun 
(the red balloon); determiner + 
noun + prepositional phrase 
(the cat in the basket) 
Use determiners/generalisers 
before nouns: Most, some all, 
many, much, more 

Use first, second and third 
person with subject-verb 
agreement 
ADJECTIVES 
Add “-ly ” to an adjective to 
make an adverb: quick − 
quickly 
PREPOSITIONS 
Use the prepositional 
phrases: under the carpet…, 
above the whiteboard… 
VOCABULARY 
Suffixes: forming comparative 
and superlative adjectives by 
doubling the final letter and 
adding “-er ” and “ -est ”: 
big – bigger – biggest 
Suffixes: formation of 
adjectives by adding “-ful ”: 
care − careful 
Suffixes: formation of 
adjectives by adding “-
less ”: help − helpless 
Suffixes: add “-ness ” and 
“ -er ” to form a noun: kind – 
kindness; teach – teacher 
LINGUISTIC DEVICES 
Alliteration (verb + noun): 
dancing dandelions; hiding 
hyenas 
Similes using “like ”: …like 
hot chillies……cold like a 
glacier 
Onomatopoeia: use meaning and 
sound of word for effect: 
Bang! Pop!  
COHESIVE DEVICES 
Use adverbial phrases to 
sequence events in time 
order: next, last, an hour 
later 

English Year 2 
WRITING 

COMPOSITION  



 

Develop writing in line with the statutory 
requirements of the National Curriculum: 
 

 Develop positive attitudes towards and stamina 
for writing by: 

 Write narratives about personal experiences 
and those of others (real and fictional) 

 Write about real events 

 Write poetry 

 Write for different purposes 

 Consider what they are going to write before 
beginning by: 

 Plan or say out loud what they are going to 
write about 

 Write down ideas and/or key words, including 
new vocabulary 

 Encapsulate what they want to say, sentence by 
sentence 

 Make simple additions, revisions and 
corrections to their own writing by: 
evaluating their writing with the teacher and 
other pupils 

 Re-read to check that their writing makes 
sense and that verbs to indicate time are used 
correctly and consistently, including verbs in 
the continuous form 

 Proof-read to check for errors in spelling, 
grammar and punctuation [for example, ends of 
sentences punctuated correctly] 

 Read aloud what they have written with 
appropriate intonation to make the meaning 
clear. 

SENTENCE PROGRESSION: 

 Write a range of sentences: statements, 
questions, exclamations, commands,  

 Change one type of sentence to form another, 
i.e., a statement to a question 

 Start a sentence with an adverb  that tells 
you how something was done – Usually an “-ly ” 
word, but not always:  

 Start a sentence with a time adverb: earlier, 
later, recently, etc.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 2 
HANDWRITING 

Autumn Spring Summer 
Single letters 

and pairs 
Single letters 

and pairs 
Pairs and words Pairs and words Words Words 



 

Animal/writing 
positions/pencil 
hold 
Jumper family – 
h, n, m, r 
Abracadabra 
family – c, o, a, 
d 
Squirter – s, q, 
e 
Window cleaner – 
l, t, i, u 
Numbers - 0-9 
Review families 
learnt so far.   

Fisher family – 
g, j, y, f 
Jumper family – 
b, p 
Slider family – 
v, w, x, z, k 
Straight Line 
group – I, E, L, 
F, H, T 
Curved line group 
– C, O, S, G, Q 
Review families 
learnt so far.   

Lines with curves 
group –  
D, P, B, R, J, U 
Sliding lines 
group –  
A, M, N, W, V, X, 
Z, Y 
Jumper family – 
pairs and words 
Abracadabra 
family – pairs 
and words 
Squirter family – 
pairs and words 

Window cleaner – 
pairs and words 
Fisher family – 
pairs and words 
Slider family – 
pairs and words 
Straight Line 
group – pairs and 
words 
Curved line group – 
pairs and words 
Lines with curves 
group – pairs and 
words 
Sliding lines - 
pairs and words 

Jumper family –
words 
Abracadabra 
family –words 
Squirter –words 
Window cleaner –
words 
Fisher family – 
words 
Review 

Jumper family – 
letters and words 
Slider family – 
letters and words 
Straight Line 
group - words  
Curved line group 
– words 
Lines with curves 
group – words 
Sliding lines 
group – words 
Review 



 

 

  


